


From a leadership perspective these are extremely interesting times. The impact, urgency of 
change and the abrupt shift in de environment teams or organizations had to perform in in 
2020 were challenging for every leader. And we are not there yet, we will have to stay nimble 
during the uncertain of the months to come. 

Those who take the time to observe and reflect on the recent past and present will discover 
leadership lessons for life. That’s why we are launching the 2nd edition of the RE:SET 
Leadership Program. 

The RE:SET program of 3pd and Minkowski helps business leaders and their organisations to 
shift emotionally and mentally to the new reality. In the program we reflect on the past year, 
reset to the present and develop a new perspective and course of action for the future. 

The future is impossible to predict, but we can be sure it will be different from the world we knew 
before. 

Future Focused Leadership



How we help you
The program provides you with a structure, inspiration and support group to develop your 
leadership abilities and work on your personal and professional reset. Most of the work you 
will be doing in this program is individual, but you will also be part of a cohort of a maximum 
of 8 participants. The participants are peers in similar positions. Learning from each other’s 
experiences forms an integral part of the program.

Key Benefits

Integrate leadership 
insights

Align with the new 
reality

See possibilities for 
the future

Develop a course for 
action



This leadership program consists of four modules. Each module starts with a 
specific assignment and is concluded by an online meeting of 2 hours.

Module 1. Leadership lessons from the recent past
In the first week we will focus our attention on the past year to allow you to 
reflect on what happened in your personal and professional lives and the way 
you led your team or organization during this time. The objective is to capture 
the most important lessons and insights of this past period, so we can 
thereafter clear our minds for the present situation and the future.   

Module 2. Reset to the Present
In the second week we will reflect on the present ‘as the new starting point’ of 
your team and/or organization. We will help you to address choices or 
dilemma’s you are facing in adapting your business to the current and future 
reality. Your peers will help you in this step to develop actionable insights.

Module 3. Anticipating the Future
In the third week we will take a leap into the future to explore what is possible 
for your organization and to identify what that means for your leadership. We 
will use proven methodology for future scanning and leadership 
development. You develop a strategic and personal plan based on the ‘new 
normal’ for your business.

Module 4. Operating the Now
Finally, we will help you to prepare for the now: what needs to be done today 
to activate the future you have explored? How can your peers in this cohort 
support you and what is the best system for resilience for everyone?

Your Journey



Outline

The RE:SET leadership program is a coalition between 3pd and 
Minkowski merging the leadership development insights of 3pd 
and the Facilitation, Tools & Methodologies of Minkowski. 
Together we provide top talent and years of futures thinking 
and leadership training for Banks, Insurance Companies, Media 
Companies, Tech companies, Retail and Energy companies, 
Law firms, Big Consultancy and Universities across the world. 

Investment: €995,- per participant
Location: Zoom

Sign up at www.minkowski.org/reset.

Module

Week 1
Leadership lessons

Personal leadership report on 
the past months

Friday 5 March
Live online session 

10.00-12.00 CET

Friday 12 March
Live online session 

10.00-12.00 CET

Friday 19 March
Live online session 

10.00-12.00 CET

Friday 26 March
Live online session 

10.00-12.00 CET

Taking the reality as a starting 
point

Develop future focused 
perspectives

Leading with vision

Week 2
Reset to the Present

Week 3
Anticipating the Future

Week 4
Operating the Now

Individual RE:SET Work Anchoring your insights and 
learning from others


